
NSS Budget Tracking
Category Item Budgeted Paid Notes

BOOTH

NSS Booth Space 
(#1555, inline 
8x10’)

$2,700.00 $2,692.00 $807.60 paid 9/18/17; $1884.40 balance paid 1/5/18

Manny Stone Wall 
Rental

$5,000.00 $5,065.95

Paint (1 gallon 
and a small pint, 
plus spray paint 
for shelves)

$120.00 $109.98 4 cans of gold spray paint: $28.00, 1 gallon + 1 quart of 
Benjamin Moore Hale Navy: $61.98, brushes/roller: 
$20.00

Faux Moulding $25.00 $24.97

Shelving and 
Other Hardware 
(Nails/Tool Kit/
Screws)

$50.00 $42.10 IKEA toolkit basics: $12.00 (has hammer, screwdriver 
with multiple heads, wrench, etc.) I already owned a 
tape measure, drill, and mallet. The shelves for my cards 
were pieces of moulding from Home Depot that I had 
them cut to 6’ for me in store for free. I spray painted 
them gold.

Insurance $60.00 $65.00 Purchased through the show’s recommended insurance 
provider, Total Event Insurance, for the sake of ease. 
Might be able to bundle into your business insurance!

Electricity (via 
Freeman)

$185.00 $124.35 Ordered up to 500W; advance rate saved me about $60!

Parcan Light (via 
Freeman)

$520.00 $415.70 This is a big bright light that gets pointed at your booth 
from the ceiling. It’s a splurge but it made my booth 
much brighter and was worth it to me in the end. Also 
saved here by ordering early!

IKEA furniture 
(surface, chairs) 
+ lights

$500.00 $520.00 IKEA Brimnes cabinet x 2: $190.00, IKEA white clamp 
light x 4: $100.00, IKEA Henriksdal chair with cover x 2: 
$230.00

Additional Decor $100.00 $0.00 Ended up using a lot of things I already owned here 
instead of buying anything new to save money: fake 
flowers from Target and picture holders from my office, 
frames from Amazon that had art prints in them, and a 
candy jar I already had from a previous event.

MARKETING

Mailer production $2,000.00 $2,270.00 I SPLURGED here, as discussed on the video. It ended 
up being the biggest driver for sales at the show and in 
follow up, so I’m happy I spent here.

Mailer postage $150.00 $142.00 Roughly $0.71 mailing rate for 200 mailers

LOUIE Award 
entry fees

$240 ($80x3) $240.00 *The LOUIE Awards used to coincide with NSS and were 
a great marketing/networking thing to enter. They no 
longer do, but similarly entering your products into 
awards can be really beneficial!

Best New 
Product board, 
catalog cards, 
and promo 
signage

$150.00 $163.58 BNP sign mounted on foam: $22.05, other small signage: 
$11.96, catalog cards: $107.97 (150 - probably could have 
ordered 75-100).

Giveaway print 
production

$500.00 $450.00 I used these for months and months in shipments after 
the show, and the new owner of Little Well Paper Co. 
still has them and uses them! So I factored this cost 
into longer term marketing costs than just the show.

Caramels $150.00 $149.93 Ordered 300

SALES TOOLS

Catalog 
supplements

$400.00 $388.48 This was an insert to my previous catalog with all my 
new product. I ordered 150 and used them a lot after 
the show, too.
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Order forms $100.00 $0.00 I already had these ordered from NYNOW, but wanted to 
include it for your benefit! I ordered via Carbonless on 
Demand and they have been reused for multiple shows 
now.

Stickers with 
booth number for 
catalogs

$75.00 $70.33 I had a discount via Tradeshow Bootcamp, and ordered 
200 stickers.

TRAVEL

Gas $100.00 $90.00 From CT to NYC and back

Parking $50.00 $60.00 $30.00 for two days (set-up and breakdown); parking 
was free in my friend’s neighborhood

Lodging $0.00 $0.00 Stayed with a friend! Highly recommend this route if you 
have the option. I did bring my friend back goodies from 
the final day of the show when people sell things on the 
cheap like candles, cards, and tea towels, and she loved 
that, so that was my version of paying! :) 

Food $50.00 $55.59 Basically budgeted for coffee and minimal groceries to 
cook at my friend’s house! This would be higher if I had 
been eating out but I tried to keep any outside food to a 
major minimum.

MISC

Clipboards, pens, 
etc (office 
supplies)

$30.00 $36.23

Totals $13015.00 $13176.19

I ultimately went a little bit over budget, but not horribly 
so (to me). I spent a lot of money on this show - 
particularly by renting my walls and on my mailer. If I 
had built my own booth I could have shaved that $5,000 
down to $150.00 in materials for plywood or even 
$3,000-$4,000 for foam walls from the same company, 
but I would have had to come a day earlier and hired 
help and I liked the look of the hard walls better. For my 
first show, I wanted things to be easy but it was 
absolutely a high premium to pay. 

If I were doing the show again, I would likely rent 
cheaper walls or build my own booth if I knew I’d be 
doing the show for a few years (this would also allow 
me to reuse furniture which would have saved some 
money). I also would have printed fewer catalog cards/
catalogs in general, and might have opted to share a 
booth like I did at NYNOW to save even more.

Biggest Splurges: renting booth, mailers, and parcan 
light

Biggest Saves: Lodging/food/not needing to buy flights 
since I lived close, ordering electricity/lighting early 
(about two months before), decor
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